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Introduction 
Let G be a finite group and I(G) its integral augmentation ideal. The generation 
gap vf G, written gap(G), is defined as the difference between d(G), the minimal 
nurr ',er of generators of G, and dc(l(G)), the minimal number of generators of 
I(G) as ZG-module. The following criterion for gap(G) is due to Gruenberg [7, 
Theerem 6.6]: 
gap(G) _> n ¢~ for each simple 7/G-module S
[Hi(G, S)[ <_ tS [a(G)-~.s-n, 
where (s = 0 or 1, according as S is a trivial ZG-module or not. 
Essential ingredients in the proof  of this representation theoretic and cohomo- 
logical criteria are (i) the fact that gap(G) coincides with the presentation rank of 
G ['. 7], (ii) the study of projective direct summands of a minimal relation module 
R c: _7, and (iii) the use of the structure of R/pR, as given by Gaschiitz [6]. In [8] 
it is ~_7own that it suffices to test only those simple 7/G-modules which arise as split 
abe;ian chief factors within G. 
In [9] Gruenberg posed the question of how gap(G) can be expressed in terms of 
only the internal structure of G. The object of this article is the proof of group- 
theoretical bounds for gap(G). These bounds answer the question for many groups 
up to _+ 1. 
Most of the previous theorems in the area (for a survey see [9]) depend for their 
proof on the five term cohomology sequence. This relates the cohomology of a 
group with that of a normal subgroup, and hence usually produces conditions on 
hze factors. By contrast, the methods here use 1-cocycles of the cohomology 
re!~-, :e to arbitrary subgroups (as developed in [20] and [3]) and therefore yield 
res~. ,:s involving conditions on composition factors. 
* Some results of Sections 1 and 4 are contained in the author's thesis. 
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Definition. Let p be a rational prime. We say that a finite group G is in the class 
~(p) if, and only if, each non-abelian composition factor of G can be generated by 
two of its Sylow p-subgroups. 
Notation. If X is a finite group and Y is a subgroup of X, then n(X) denotes the 
set of rational primes dividing ]X]. d(X, Y)  is the minimal number of elements of 
X needed to generate X together with Y. If Y is the trivial subgroup of G, then the 
reference to Y will always be suppressed. For a rational prime p, Sylp(X) denotes 
as usual the set of the Sylow p-subgroups of X. 
We now state the main results of this paper. 
Theorem A. Assume that G & in ~(p). Then for  any S in Syip(G) 
d(G) - d(G, S) >_ gap(G). 
Remarks. (i) If G is a finite solvable group, then by a theorem of Gruenberg [7, 6.9] 
gap(G) =0. Note that this is contained in Theorem A. For, if G is solvable, then 
G is in ~(p) for any rational prime p. Therefore by Theorem A we obtain that 
0_gap(G).  Since the gap of any finite group is a non-negative integer, it follows 
that gap(G) -- 0. 
(ii) If G is a finite 2-generated group, then it is known that gap(G)=0 [7, 6.2]. 
In [2] it is shown that non-abelian simple groups are modulo their classification 
2-generated. Therefore with respect o Theorem A the following properties of sim- 
ple groups are of interest, if these simple groups occur as composition factors of 
non-simple groups. 
(a) By [1] the following groups are elements of (~(2): any alternating roup; any 
simple group of Lie type of even characteristic; the 26 (known) sporadic groups. 
(b) Again by [1] the following groups are elements of ~(p): any simple group of 
Lie type of characteristic p.
(c) Let G be a minimal non-abelian simple group (minimal means that each proper 
subgroup of G is solvable). Then G is in ~(p) if, and only if, p is in n(G). This 
follows from Thompson's classification of the minimal simple groups and an ex- 
amination of their subgroups. 
(d) Let A,, be an alternating roup of degree n >_ 5. Then A,, is in ~(p) if, and only 
if, p is in n(An). This follows from a theorem of Jordan [22, 13.9] and elementary 
computations with permutations. 
Theorem B. Let G be a finite group. Then there exists a p in n(G) such that fo r  each 
p'-subgroup H (i.e. p does not divide IH]) 
gap(G) > d(G) - d(G, H)  - 1. 
The following is an immediate consequence of Theorems A and B. 
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Corollary. Assume that G & in ~(p)f3 g(q) for different primes p and q. Then there 
exists an S in Sylp(G)USylq(G) such that 
d(G)-d(G, S)>_gap(G)>_d(G)-d(G, S ) -  1. 
Theorem B explains group-theoretically the result (of Cossey, Gruenberg and 
Kovacs [5]) that lim=~o gap(G")= oo, if G is perfect. 
T ~" e next result determines, in a different way to the corollary above, many groups 
in ~-~.:.,:h t e bounds for gap(G) can be realized by the same Sylow subgroup. 
Theorem C. Assume that G is in ~(p) and additionally that no split abelian chief 
factor of G is a p-group. Then for any Sylow p-subgroup S of G, modulo the 
classification of  the finite simple groups, 
d(G)-d(G, S)>gap(G)>d(G)-d(G, S ) -  1. 
All three theorems are consequences of properties of a cohomological invariant 
g(G, H), depending on a subgroup H of G. g(G,H) will be defined in 1.2 and 
discussed in Sections 1, 2. Theorems A, B and C are then proved in Section 3. 
~ Section 4 it is shown that g(G, H) can be interpreted as a relative generation 
gap. Denote by ZG/ /H the free abelian group on the set of left cosets of H in G. 
/TG//H becomes a left EG-lattice via left multiplication by elements of G. Consider 
the E-homomorphism ~c from EG/ /H onto E determined by n(gH) = 1 for each left 
coset gH. If Z is regarded as a trivial 7G-module, then x is a F/G-epimorphism and 
we call its kernel the integral augmentation ideal of G relative to H and denote it 
by I(G, H). In order to justify its name note that, i fH  is finite, EG//His isomorphic 
to the left ideal of F/G generated by ~,~,vh, the norm element of H in EG. Conse- 
quently, since I(G, H) is a submodule of EG//H, the finiteness of H alone ensures 
that I(G, H) may be regarded as an ideal of F/G. 
\ ssume now that G is finite and let Zff~) be the intersection of the local rings Ep, 
p ~ n(G). If M is a EG-module, then we set M(o )=E(6)® IM .  The minimum 
n~mber of generators required to generate M as a F/G-module will be denoted by 
de(M), and of M(c) as a F/(G~G-module by d(c)(M(6)). 
By routine arguments, as in the case when H is the trivial subgroup of G, cf. [7] 
or [18], it turns out that 
g(G, H) = d(G, H) - d(G)(I(G, H)(o)). 
It is a consequence of Theorem 6.4 of [16] that I(G, H) is a Swan module. I thank 
the referee for pointing this out to me. Hence 
g(G, H) = d(G, H) - d G (I(G, H)). 
it is known that augmentation ideals of finite groups are Swan modules [7, 7.8]. 
Yhe proof of this uses a result of Swan [19, 4.4] and the fact that G is cyclic if, and 
only if, d(o)(I(G)(o )) = 1 [7, 5.13]. Note in this context hat Theorem 6.4 of [16] is 
a consequence of a result of Jacobinski [11]. 
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If H is subnormal in G or g(G,H)=O, then d(G,H)=I  if, and only if, 
d(G)(I(G, H)(c))= 1. In general, however, this fails. For let G = (As) 11 be the 11-fold 
cartesian power of As, the alternating roup of degree 5, and let H be a Sylow 
5-subgroup of As. Denote by D(H) the image of H in (As) 11 under the diagonal 
map. Then we show that g((As) II, D(H))= 1 and d((As) 11, D(H)) =2. 
Theorem D. Let G be a finite group and H a subgroup of  G. Then g(G, H) = 0 
provided 
(i) G (n), the n-th term of the derived series of  G, is contained in H, for some n 
inN,  or 
(ii) G is in ~(p) and H contains a Sylow p-subgroup of  G. 
In particular, if  G is solvable, then g(G, H) = O, for every subgroup H of G. 
Remark. Finite groups G with the property that two arbitrary different Sylow 
2-subgroups always generate G are described in [4]. Note, however, that our results 
require only the weaker condition that for a given prime p non-abelian composition 
factors are generated by at least one pair of their Sylow p-subgroups. R. Guralnick 
wrote to me that (modulo the classification of the finite simple groups) any finite 
non-abelian simple can be generated by a Sylow 2-subgroup and an involution. This 
implies that for any finite group G the following holds: 
(a) d(G, H)= d6(I(G, H)), if H has odd index in G, and 
(b) d(G)-d(G,H)>_gap(G), provided H is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
If the prime 2 is replaced by an odd prime, then (a) and (b) fail, cf. 3.3. 
Section 5 contains applications to augmentation primes: the prime p in z~(G) is 
called an augmentation prime, if dc(I(G))=dG(I(G)/p. I(G)). The set of all aug- 
mentation primes of G is denoted by rc(I(G)). Among other results we prove the 
following. 
Proposition E. Let G be a finite solvable group. Assume that G has a Sylow p- 
subgroup P such that d(G, P)<d(G) - 2. Then p is the only prime for which the 
Sylow subgroups have this property and p is the only augmentation prime of G. 
Note that, if G is nilpotent, Proposition E follows from [7, 7.14], and that this, 
in turn, may be derived from the following. 
Proposition F. Let G be a finite group and F(G) its Fitting subgroup. Assume that 
d(G/F(G))<d(G) and let N be a normal nilpotent subgroup of G, minimal with 
respect o d(G/N) < d(G). Then re(N) = rt(I(G)). 
Finally we give a criterion for gap(G) in terms of augmentation primes. 
Theorem G. Assume that G is in ~(p) and that p is not the only augmentation prime 
of G. Then for any Sylo w p-subgroup S of G 
d(G) - d(G, S) >_ gap(G) > d(G) - d(G, S) - 1. 
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1. Behaviour under minimal abelian extensions 
Notations. If Y is a subgroup of the group X and M a ZX-module (we always con- 
sider left modules), then Z l (X, M) denotes the abelian group of all l-cocycles from 
X into M and Z~(X, M) its subgroup consisting of all 1-cocycles vanishing on Y. 
The subgroup of M consisting of all elements fixed by all y ~ Y is denoted by M ~'. 
Er.g. ¥(M) is the ring of all YX-endomorphisms of M. 
pr~oosilion 1.1. Let G be a.finite group. Assume that G has an abefian minimal nor- 
mai subgroup A. Let H be a subgroup of  G and denote G/A, H. A /A  by G, H 
respectively. Consider A as 2~G-module via anti-conjugation and as 7?G-module via 
anticonjugation by coset representatives. 
(i) I f  A has no complement in G containing H, then 
tZh(G,A)[ = IZ)~(G,A)]. 
(ii) I f  A has a complement in G containing H, then 
[Z)t(G,A)I=[EndG(A)I. Zh(O,A)i. 
;i) I f  d(G, H) = d(G, H) + 1, then A has a complement in G containing H. More- 
[ Z~(G, A ) I = [A I d(~'ft) 
(iv) Let S be a simple 2~G-module with S A = O, then 
IZ)AG, S)I<-ISl. 
(v) Let S be a simple ZG-module with S A = S. Assume that S is not isomorphic 
to A, then 
IZh(O, s) l  = IZh(O, s ) l .  
?.oof. Let S be a simple 7YG-module. The kernel of the restriction map 
z Z~(G,S)-- 'Z~nH(A,S[A) is Z)4 A(G,S). An easy computation shows that 
Zf4 A(G, S) is isomorphic to ZI(G, sA). Consequently we obtain an exact sequence 
of abelian groups 
0 ---~ lh (G  , sA)  --~ Z I (G,  S)---~ Z~AH(A, SIA ). 
If S A =0, then IAI and IS[ are relatively prime. Therefore all cocycles from A 
into S are coboundaries. This proves (iv). 
If sA= S, then a non-trivial image of r is a 7/G-isomorphism between A and S. 
T~is establishes (v). 
Assume that A has a complement C in G containing H. Clearly A N H= 1. Write 
" in the usual way as a semi-direct product of A and C. The map defined by 
,::,c)~a, a6A,  ceC,  is a 1-cocycle and vanishes on H. Its restriction to A is not 
zero and is contained in Endc(A). Since for aeEnda(A)  and cSeZ)4(G, A), cSa is 
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in Z~(G,A), it follows that the image of the restriction map coincides with 
Endc(A). Consequently (ii) is proved. 
If A NH:~ 1, each ZG-endomorphism of A vanishing on A NH is zero. So it re. 
mains to prove (i) in the case A fq H= 1. By assumption A has no complement in
G containing H and A is an abelian minimal normal subgroup of G. Consequently 
A is contained in each maximal subgroup of G containing H. It follows that, if S 
is a subset of G generating G together with H, then G is generated by S \ S NA and 
H. Assume now there exists 0 in Z~(G, A) with O ]a = 0. Let G = (gl, .-. ,gn, H)  and 
glO=al,...,gnO=an. Since 0[A is a 7/G-automorphism of A, there exist 
bl,..., bn E A such that blO =-al , . . . ,  bnO =-a n (note that A as image of 0 is written 
additively). Hence (b,g,)0=0 for 1 <__i<_n. On the other hand (big1, ..., bngn, H)--- 
(g l , " ' ,  g,,, H) ,  since A is in the intersection of each maximal subgroup of G con- 
taining H. But 0 IH=0 and it follows that 0= 0, a contradiction. Therefore the 
image of the restriction map from Z~(G,A) to ZI(A,A) has to be zero and (i) is 
proved. 
Finally (iii) is covered by [12, 1.12 and 1.13]. [] 
Remark. The special case, when H is the trivial subgroup of G, of Proposition 1.1 
has already been proved, see [7, 6.8], [8, (4.1)], [15, 1.3 and 1.4]. 
Definition 1.2. Let H be a subgroup of the finite group G. Let m be the smallest 
integer satisfying for each simple ZG-module S the inequality 
IS l" >-- Iz] (a, s)l. 
Then d(G, H) -  m is denoted by g(G, H). 
Note that g(G, 1)=gap(G), by [7, 6.6] and [17]. 
The following two facts are proved as in the special case, when H is the trivial 
subgroup of G; for a proof of the special case see, e.g., [7, 2.1] and [10, Ch.VI 5.1]. 
Both facts hold whether G or H are finite or not. 
1.3. l(G, H)/ I(G). I(G, H) = G/H. [G, G]. 
1.4. Let M be a ZG-module. The map fl : Z~(G, M)--,Homzo(I(G, H), M) defined 
by 0 ~ Off, where 0fl is determined by gH-  H ~ g (note that I(G, H) is Z-free on the 
set of all elements of the form gH-H,  gH-~H), is an isomorphism of abelian 
groups. 
Lemma 1.5. Let G be a finite group and H a subgroup of G. Then 
O<_g(G, H)~_d(G, H) - d(G/H. [G, GI). 
Proof. If G=(H, gl,...,gn), then l (G ,H)=zc(g lH-H , . . . ,gnH-H) .  Since for 
every finite ZG-module M, [Hom~c(I(G, H), M)] _~ ]MI acq~c't4)), it follows from 
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1.4 that 0_<g(G, H). Clearly g(G, H)<_d(G, H). In case G=H. [G, G] the lemma is 
proved. 
Assume that Gq:H. [G, G]. By 1.3 there exists a ZG-homomorphism from I(G, H) 
onto the trivial 7/G-module G/H. [G, G]. Consequently Homzo(G/H. [G, G], S) 
embeds into HomzG(l(G, H), S), for each simple ZG-module S. By the structure 
theorem for finite abelian groups there is a simple image T of G/H. [G, G] with 
[HOmzG(G/H. [G, G], T)[ = [ T [d(G/tt [G, GI) 
B:: .4  we obtain 
IT la~G/H'[G'G1) <_IZ]4(G, T)I <__ IT[ d¢o,H). 
Consequently g(G, H)<_d(G, H) -d (G/H .  [G, G]). L~ 
Proof of Theorem D(i). If G is abelian, it follows from Lemma 1.5 that g(G, H) = O, 
for each subgroup H of G. Obviously, if H= G, the theorem holds and therefore 
is established in case G is simple. 
Consider now a counterexample G with subgroup H, which is minimal in the 
sense that for each group of order smaller than G the theorem is valid with respect 
tc each subgroup. 
~ssume that G has an abelian minimal normal subgroup A. By assumption 
G":~<H for some n~N.  Hence (G/A)I")<_H.A/A and g(G/A,H.A/A)=O 
follows from the minimality of the counterexample. Now Proposition 1.1 yields 
g(G, H)=0, the desired contradiction. 
Consequently a minimal counterexample can only have minimal normal sub- 
groups, which are perfect. Since Gtn)<-H, all these minimal normal subgroups are 
contained in H. So the following lemma establishes the theorem. 
Lemma 1.6. Let G be a finite group, H a subgroup of G and N a normal subgroup 
af G contained in H. Then 
g( G, H) = g( G /N, H/N). 
Proof. Let T be a simple ZG/N-module. Consider T as ZG-module via the reduc- 
tion from G onto G/N. Then T is a simpie YG-module with 
]Z]~,N (G/N, T)I = [Z]4(G, T) I . 
On the other hand, if Z~,(G, S) = 0 for a simple ZG-module S, any normal sub- 
group of G contained in H acts trivially on S. Hence S may be regarded as a simple 
Y_G/N-module and an easy computation shows that ]ZJAG, S)] = [Z~/~(G/N, S)[ 
Since d(G/N, H/N)= d(G, H), the lemma follows immediately. '~ 
Behaviour under minimal perfect extensions 
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a finite group and H a subgroup of G containing a Sylow p 
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subgroup of G. Assume that G has a normal subgroup N isomorphic to the m-fold 
cartesian power of  a non-abelian simple U. I f  d(G/N,H.  N /N)= k and U is 
generated by k + 1 of  its Sylow p-subgroups, then 
d(G, H) = d(G/N, H.  N/N).  
Proof. Let G=(H.N/N ,  gIN, . . . ,gkN).  Note that N is generated by k+l  of its 
Sylow p-subgroups if, and only if, U is generated by k + 1 of its Sylow p-subgroups. 
HgON contains a Sylow p-subgroup of N for any g in G. By Sylow's theorem we 
can find nl, . . . ,nk in N such that N=(HAN,(HAN)g~nl,. . . ,(HAN)g~nk). So 
J=(H, glnl,...,gknk) contains N and covers G/N. Consequently J=G and it 
follows that d(G, H)= k. [] 
Proposition 2.2. Let G be a finite group. Assume that G has a perfect minimal 
normal subgroup N. Let H be a subgroup of G and denote G/N, H. N /N  by ~, 
F1 respectively. Let S be a simple ZG-module and m the minimal number of 
generators of  a composition factor of  N. 
(i) I f  sN=s,  then IZ (G,S)I=IZ (d, sN)I. 
(ii) l f  SN=O, then IZI(G,S)I<_ISI  m 
Remark. Note that modulo the classification of the finite simple groups m = 2, [2]. 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 1.1 we obtain an exact sequence of abelian 
groups 
o-. zk(d, sN) Z n.(N, S IN). 
By 1.4, Z~nH(N, S IN)---- Hom~_N(I(N, NAH) ,  S IN)" Since N is perfect, it follows 
from 1.3 that I(N, NOH)=I (N) . I (N ,  NOH) .  Therefore, if SN=S, Zk(G,S) 
embeds into Z~nH(N, S IN). Since N is a perfect minimal normal subgroup, N is 
isomorphic to the n-fold cartesian power of a non-abelian simple group. Now (ii) 
follows from Corollary 3 in [14]. [] 
Corollary 2.3. Let G, H, N, G, H and m be as in Proposition 2.2. 
(i) d( G, H) - d( G, H) + g( G, H) - m <_ g( G, H) <_ d( G, H) - d( G, 1-7) + g( d, H). 
I f  d(G, H) - d(G, H) + g(d, H) - m = g(G, H), then d = H, g(G, H) = 0 and 
d(G, H) = m. 
(ii) Assume that d is not cyclic, then, modulo the classification of the finite sim- 
ple groups, 
gap(G) = d(G) - d(G) + gap(G). 
Proof. If there exists a simple ZG-module S with sN=s and [Z~(G,S)]> 
IS id(c, n)-g(a, n)- 1, then, by Proposition 2.2, 
d(G, H) - g(G, H) = d(G, H) - g(G, H). 
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If there is no such simple ZG-module, then 
d(G, H) -g(~d, /~)  <d(G, H) - g(G, H)  <_m. 
Hence 
d(G, H) - g(G, H)  + m - 1 >_ d(G, H) - g(G, H),  
provided (G, H)  - g(G, H) _ 1 or cl(G, H) - g(G, H)  < m. The first condition holds, 
_ G. For Hom~.d(l(G, H), T) is not zero, for at least one simple image T of 
" ~q). Z~((3, T) not zero, 1"~ Hence is by 1.4. 
,~ /4= (~, then d(G, H) = g(G, H) = 0 and d(G, H)  <_ m. So, if g(G, H) > 0 or 
d(G, H)< m, the second condition is satisfied. This completes the proof of (i). 
For the proof of" (ii) observe that g(G, 1) coincides with gap(G). By [2], m = 2. As 
in the proof of (i) we obtain that 
or 
gap(G) = d(G) - d(G ) + gap((~) 
d(G) - gap(G) < 2. 
By [7, 6.2], however, it follows that, for any non-cyclic group X, gap(X) ___ d(X) - 2. 
He.qce (ii) is proved. [] 
Remark. The case that d(G, H)  - d(G, H)  + g(G, H) - 2 = g(G, H) actually occurs. 
E.g. G =As × C7, H= 1 x C7, where A 5 is the alternating roup on five letters and 
C7 the cyclic group of order 7. 
Proof of Theorem D(ii). If G is solvable, then g(G, H) = 0, for any subgroup H of 
G, by Theorem D(i). 
Suppose that G in ~(p) is a minimal counterexample. 
If G is non-abelian simple, then by definition of ~(p) we obtain that d(G, P) = 1, 
for any P in Sylp(G). Consequently d(G, H) = 1 and therefore g(G, H) = 0 for any 
s,~bgroup H of G containing a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
.~,ssume that G has an abelian minimal normal subgroup A. Then G/A is in (~(p). 
-~/ contains a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Thus H.A/A  contains a Sylow p-sub- 
group of G/A.  By the minimality of the counterexample G, we know that 
g(G/A ,H .A /A)=O.  Now Proposition 1.I yields g(G,H)=O, the desired 
contradiction. 
Assume that G has a perfect minimal normal subgroup N. Then N is in ~(p). 
Consequently, if G/N is a p-group, d(G,P)= 1, for any P in Sylp(G). Therefore 
g(G, H) = 0 for any subgroup H of G containing a Sylow p-subgroup of G. If G/N 
is not a p-group, then it follows from Lemma 2.1 that d(G/H)= d(G/N, H.  N /N) .  
By Corollary 2.3(i), we conclude that 
g(G, H)<_ g(G/N, H .  N /N) .  
zmt G/N is contained in (~(p) and lherefore, by the minimality of G, we obtain 
g(G/N,H .  N /N)=O.  Since always g(G,H)>_O, g(G,H)=O follows and this yields 
the final contradiction. [__-] 
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3. Bounds for gap(G) 
In order to prove Theorems A, B and C of the introduction we still need the 
following two iemmata. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a finite group and H a subgroup of G. Then 
d(G) - d(G, H) + g(G, H) > gap(G). 
Proof. By definition of g(G, H) there exists a simple 7/G-module S with 
I Z~AG, S)I > [S [~(a)-g~c, H)-1 
Since Z]~(G, S) is a subgroup of Z I(G, S) and [Zl(G, S)[ _ IS [a(G)-gap(G), we obtain 
that 
IS ]d(G,H)-g(G,H)- I < [Sld(G)-gap(a) 
Consequently d(G,H) -g(G,  H)~d(G) -gap(G) .  [] 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a finite group. Suppose that q is in n(I(G)). Then for each 
q'-subgroup H of  G 
gap(G) _> d(G) - d(G, H) + g(G, H) - 1. 
Proof. By [7, 7.11] there is a simple ZG-module S of characteristic q with 
IZI(G, S)[ > IS I d(c)-gap(a)- J 
provided q is in n(I(G)). Consider the exact sequence of abelian groups 
0-* Z]~(G, S) ~ ZI(G, S )~ ZI(H, S in ). 
By assumption, ( i l l  I, q) = 1, so ]Z 1 (H, S [n)[ --< [S [. Therefore 
is I-[ Z]~(C, S)[ ~ lz l (  G, S)] > is [d(G)-gap(G)-I 
Consequently 
[S [d(G,H)-g(G,H) 41> [S [d(G)-gap(a)-1, 
because ]Z~(G, S)I _ [S [d(G, H)-g(G. H). Hence we obtain that 
d(G,H) -g (G,H)>_d(G) -gap(G) -  1. [] 
Proof of Theorem A. The theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1 and 
Theorem D(ii). [] 
Proof of Theorem B. By [7, 7.8], rt(I(G)) is not empty. Now the result follows at 
once from Lemma 3.2. [] 
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Proof of Theorem C. If G is simple abelian, it is trivial to verify the statement. Note 
in this context hat, by definition, an abelian chief facor A of G is split if it occurs 
in some chief series of G as A = U/V  and G/V splits over U/V  and V< U<G.  So 
a cyclic group of prime order has no split abelian chief factor. 
Suppose that d(G)= 2 and that G is not a p-group. By [7, 6.2] and [17], we obtain 
that gap(G)=0. Consequently, for such groups, the theorem holds. In particular, 
that is the case when G is non-abelian simple, because such groups are modulo their 
cIe~ification 2-generated, [2]. 
~,~w let G be a minimal counterexample by order. By the previous observations 
G must have a minimal normal subgroup N. Note, G/N satisfies the assumptions 
of the theorem. 
Case 1: N is perfect. 
It follows from Corollary 2.3(i) that 
gap(G) _ d(G) - d (G/N)  + gap(G/N) - 1, 
using again that non-abelian composition factors are 2-generated. 
Case la: G/N is a cyclic p'-group. Let S be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Since G 
is i~ ~(p), we obtain d(G,S)=d(G/N,S .N /N)=I ,  by Lemma 2.1. Clearly 
ga~'~G/N) =0. Hence 
gap(G) >_d(G) - d(G, S) - 1. 
Case lb: G/N is a cyclic p-group. A non-abelian composition factor of N is in 
~(p), because G is in ~(p).  By the structure of N we conclude that N is generated 
by two of its Sylow p-subgroups. Consequently d(G, S) = 1 for every Sylow p-sub- 
group S of G. Similarly to Case la we obtain 
gap(G) _ d(G) - d(G, S) - 1. 
Case lc: G/N is not cyclic. Observe that G/N cannot be a p-group, because G 
ha~ r.o split abelian chief factor of order divisible by p. Now it follows from Lemma 
2. ~, that, for every Sylow p-subgroup S of G, d(G, S) = d(G/N, S.  N /N) .  By Cor- 
ollary 2.3(ii) and, because S.N/N  is in Sylp(G/N) and the theorem applies to 
G/N, we obtain again 
gap(G)>_d(G)-d(G, S ) -  1. 
Theorem D(ii) shows that g(G, S) = 0, because G is in g(p).  Hence d(G) - d(G, S) >_ 
gap(G), by Lemma 3.1. Consequently a minimal counterexample cannot have a 
perfect minimal normal subgroup. 
Case 2: N is abelian. 
Cc:se 2a: p divides the order o f  N. By assumption, N is not a split abelian 
ci..e~" factor of G. Therefore we obtain d(G)=d(G/N) ,  as well as d(G,S)= 
d(G/N, S. N /N) .  Moreover gap(G)=gap(G/N),  by Proposition 1.1. Hence G is 
not a counterexample, because the theorem applies to G/N.  
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Case 2b: N is a p'-group and d(G) > d(G/N) .  By Proposition 1. l(iii), the charac. 
teristic of N is in rc(l(G)). So Case 2b is a subcase of 
Case 2c: N is a p'-group and its characteristic s an augmentation prime o f  G. But 
in this situation Lemma 3.2 yields 
gap(G)>_d(G) - d(G, S) - 1 
and, as in Case 1, it follows that G is not a counterexample. 
Case 2d: N is a p'-group and its characteristic is not an augmentation prime of 
G. By Proposition 1.1 we obtain that gap(G) coincides with gap(G/N),  as well as 
d(G) with d(G/N) .  We may apply the theorem to G/N because of the minimality 
of G and obtain 
gap(G) ___ d(G) - d(G/N, S. N /N)  - 1. 
Clearly d(G, S)>_ d(G/N, S. N /N) ,  and the theorem is established. U] 
Examples 3.3. (a) Assume that G is in ~(2), that G has no split abelian chief factor 
and that G is perfect. Then it can be shown in precisely the same way as in the proof 
of Theorem C, that 
gap(G) =d(G) - d(G, S) - 1, 
for every S in SyI2(G). 
On the other hand, if G is a finite group of odd order, then G is solvable, by Feit 
and Thompson. Consequently gap(G)= 0 and therefore the upper bound, given by 
Theorem C, is precise, because the trivial subgroup of G is the Sylow 2-subgroup. 
(b) In [14] it is shown that the generation gap of a finite perfect group G without 
split abelian chief factors is given by d(G) -  2. In case when G is in if(2) we may 
explain this result as follows. Proposition 1.1 and Lemma 2.1 show that d(G, S) = 1, 
for every S in SyI2(G). Now (a) yields gap(G)=d(G) -2 .  
(c) For odd primes p there are perfect groups G with the following properties: 
G is not in ~(p), gap(G) is not bounded by d(G) -d (G,  S) for S in Sylp(G), and 
g(G,S)>O. 
For, denote by As the simple group of order 60, by PSL(2, 7) the simple group 
of order 168 and by Sz(8) the smallest Suzuki group. Consider G=Sz(8)xA 5x 
PSL(2, 7). Let S be a Sylow subgroup of G of odd order. Then S has a proper nor- 
mal closure M in G. Clearly G=MxG/M.  By (a) or [5] or [15], 
gap(M x (G/M)  m) = d(M × (G/M)  m) - 2, 
for every m in N. Consequently we can find k in N so that 
gap(M x (G/M)  k) = d((G/M)  k) - 2 > O. 
On the other hand, by an elementary computation, 
d(M x (G/M)  n, S × 1 n ) = d((G/M)n),  
for every n in N. Therefore the group M× (G/M)  k has the required properties. 
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The same construction with A 5 X Ap shows that for any prime p>__ 7, there exist 
perfect groups with g(G, S)>0 for S in Sylp(G). 
(d) Let p be a rational prime. Certainly we can find in ~(p) a group G with 
gap(G)~>0. Let Cp be the cyclic group of order p. For sufficiently large m in IN we 
obtain that gap(G x Cp)=0,  by 1.5. On the other hand, for S in Sylp(G), d(G, S) 
coincides with d(G x C~, S x C~). This shows that in Theorem C the assumption 
o~ spilt abelian chief factors is necessary. 
Let G be a finite perfect group. Then for every p in n(G) there does exist a 
c:,c.::, p'-subgroup C(p) such that the normal closure of C(p) in G coincides with 
G. (This is easily seen by first proving the assertion for a direct product of simple 
non-abelian groups and then pulling it back to G.) By Theorem B we can find, for 
every m in N,p ,  n in rt(G) such that 
gap(G m ) ~ d(G m ) - d(G m, C(pm)m) ) - 1. 
But, for every p in ~z(G), it follows from an elementary computation that 
d(G m, C(p)") =d(G, C(p)), see e.g. [13, 1.4]. 
©:~. the other hand d(G m) tends to infinity (for the difference between relative 
gr...'-':h sequences and usual ones we refer to [13] and [21]). Now we obtain that the 
sequ.nce (gap(G")),,~N tends to infinity and the corresponding result in [5], com- 
bined with [17], is proved. 
4. g(G, H) 
If H= G, then d(G, H) = dc.(I(G, H)). Let H be a proper subgroup of the finite 
group G. In order to show that g(G,H) is a relative generation gap, the same 
methods are used as in the ordinary case, i.e. the case when H is the trivial subgroup 
of :3, cf. [7] or [181. Thus the following is as short as possible, in order to prove 
th~ :orresponding results. 
Let M be a 7/G-lattice. Denote ©®zM by ©M. A projective xcision of M is a 
decomposition M=A @P, where P is ~'G-projective and A has no projective direct 
summand except 0. A is called a core of M. Note the semi-local cancellation theorem 
[7, 4.4] and that finitely generated projective Zla)G-modules are free [7, 4.7]. Con- 
sequently, in such a projective xcision, P~a)= (Z(a)G) k for some k in N o and this 
k is independent of the chosen projective xcision, k is called the projective rank 
of M, written pr(M). In the following, if no confusion can occur, we abbreviate 
d(~)(l(G, H)C6) by d. 
By 1.5, d(G, H)>_da(I(G, H). Hence there does exist a 7/G-homomorphism from 
(7 5 }d(G, H) onto I(G, H). Let K be the kernel of such an epimorphism, then we ob- 
ta semi-locally the Z(a)G-exact sequence 
0 ~ K(a)-* (Y(c)G)d(a' H) ~/(G,  H)(c)-~0. 
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On the other hand there does exist 
0 -" B --) (Z(G)G) a ~ I(G, H)(G) --) O, 
where B denotes the kernel of /L  
SchanueI's lemma yields 
K(G) (~ (7] (G) G )d = B 0 (T] (G) G ) d(G' H) 
Let A be a core of K. Then by semi-local cancellation 
A (G) = B ~ (7/(G)G )d(G, H) - d -  or(K) 
A(c) and B have no non-trivial projective direct summands. Hence 
pr(K) = d(G, H) - d andA(G )--- B. 
By [12, 1.1] and its proof. 
pr(K)>_n ¢~ [Hom~_G(I(G,H),S)] <-[S[ a(G'H)-n, 
for any simple 7/G-module S. So, by 1.4, 
pr(K) = g(G, H). 
This establishes 
Proposition 4.1. Let G be a finite group and H a subgroup of G. Then 
g(G, H)= d(G, H) -d(G)(I(G, H)(6)). 
It is a consequence of Theorem 6.4 of [16] that relative augmentation ideals are 
Swan modules. 
For, let N be the normal closure of H in G and, if M is a 2ZG-module, define F(M) 
to be the ZG-lattice obtained from M after factoring out its torsion submodule. 
Consider the exact sequence (*). Note there exists a 7/G-lattice C with B = C(o). 
Now it follows from Theorem 6.4 of [16] that dc(l(G,H))<_d, provided 
(i) dc(F(l(G, H)/I(N). I(G, H))) <_ d, and 
(ii) every simple ©G-module L with the property that N does not act trivially on 
L, is a direct summand of ©B, are satisfied. 
Clearly I(G) maps onto I(G,H)/I(N).I(G,H). Observe that I(G/N)-- 
I(G)/zc(I(N)). Trivial 7/N-modules occuring as image of I(N) are torsion modules. 
Consequently we obtain that F(I(G, H)/I(N). I(G, H)) is an image of I(G, N). Since 
I(G/N) is a Swan module [7, 7.8], (i) follows immediately. 
Apply ©®z- to the sequence (.). Then ©B•©(I(G,H))=(©G) d. Since 
©(I(G, H))O©--- ©®~ ZG//H, we conclude that 
QB O (Q Q~ ZG//H) --- (QG)d(~ ©. 
Let L be a simple QG-module and suppose that HomQG(QB, L)=0. Now apply 
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t_iom~G(-,L) and note that Hom©G(~(~ZG//H,L ) is isomorphic as ©- 
vectorspace to the fixpoints of H on L. Then it follows that H, and therefore N, 
act trivially on L. This establishes (ii). 
By Proposition 4.1 we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.2. Let G be a finite group and H a subgroup of G. Then 
g( G, H) = d( G, H) - do d(O, H)). 
Remark. As mentioned in the introduction, the proof that augmentation ideals of 
finite groups are Swan modules uses the fact that dlo)(I(G)~c))= 1 if, and only if, 
G is cyclic. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem D that this remains true with 
respect o any subgroup in case when G is solvable. Also, if H is subnormal in G, 
then dto~(I(G, H)to~)= 1 if, and only if, d(G, H)= 1. For, let N be the normal 
closure of H in G. Then d(G/N) = d(G, H), by [l 3, 1.6]. Hence the result follows 
immediately, because I(G/N) is a Swan module. The following examples, however, 
show that in general this fails. 
Ext~mples  4.3. Let G be a finite non-abelian simple group and M a maximal 
subgroup of G. Denote by G n the n-fold cartesian power of G and by Dn(M) the 
image of M in G" under the diagonal map. Note that limn. ~ d(G n, Dn(M))= oo, 
because lim,_~ d(G")= 0o. By the maximality of M and the simplicity of G, we 
can find in G, for different primes p and q, a p-subgroup P and a q-subgroup O 
such that (P, M)  = (Q, M)  -- G. Since G is perfect, an easy computation shows that 
(pn, D,~(M))= (Q", D,(M))= G", for every n in N. Consequently, for each simple 
1 n ,71 ,r,,~ S)  Z(G")-module S and every n in IN, ZD.~M)(G ,S) embeds into ~D.~M)ne"~r, 
and into Z~.~M)nQ°(Q ~, S). Hence we obtain 
z ,G" s) l<ls l ,  D, , (M)~ , - -  
a .L therefore I(G", D,,(M)) is generated by one element, for every n in N. 
Of course the maximal subgroup M may be replaced by any other subgroup H, 
which has the properties that d(G, H) = 1 and that (P, H)  = (Q, H)  = G for at least 
one p-subgroup P and at least one q-subgroup Q of G, q different o p. 
Let H be such a subgroup. Denote by M(H) the union of all maximal subgroups 
of G containing H. Let CG(H), the centralizer of H in G, act on G \ M(H) via con- 
jugation. Then the length of an orbit is [CG(H) I . An easy computation shows that 
((gl ..... gin), DIn(H)) cannot be G m, if two of the g,'s are contained in the same 
orbit of the action of Co(H) on G\M(H).  Consequently we obtain 
d(Gn, D~(H))>_2, if n> IG\M(H)[/]CG(H)[. In the case when G is the alter- 
r_...:ing group on five letters and H is a Sylow 5-subgroup of G, 
>]G\M(H)]/]Co(H)]. On the other hand d(Gl°,Dlo(H))=l (this was also 
checked using system Cayley at the RWTH Aachen). So d(G II, Dlj(H))--2 follows 
and l l is the smallest number with this property. 
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5. On augmentation primes 
The results of the previous sections have direct applications to the problem of 
recognising roup-theoretically the augmentation primes of a finite group G, raised 
in [7, p. 49]. Throughout n denotes a subset of n(G). 
Corollary 5.1. Let G be a finite group. Assume that gap(G)=n and that G has a 
n-subgroup H with d(G, H) <_ d(G) - n - 2. Then 
n(l(G)) is contained in n. 
Proof. If n = n(G), the corollary is valid, because by definition (I(G)) is contained 
in n(G). Now suppose that q is in n(I(G))N(n(G) \ n). By Lemma 3.2 we obtain 
that 
n>_d(G) -d (G,H) -  1, 
in contradiction to the assumption. [] 
Proof of Proposition E. If G is solvable, we know, by [7, 6.9], that gap(G)=0. 
Since n(l(G)) is not empty, Corollary 5.1 completes the proof. [] 
Remarks. The symmetric group $3 shows that the converse of Proposition E is not 
true. Note, if G is nilpotent, then, by [7, 7.14], n(l(G))={p} if, and only if, 
d(G, P) < d(G, Q) for all Sylow subgroups Q of G different o the Sylow p-subgroup 
P. 
Another immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2 is the following [15]. Assume that 
G is solvable and that p is in n(l(G)). Then do(l(G))<_d(G, P)+ 1, for any Sylow 
p-subgroup P of G. Use for the proof of the existence of Hall subgroups. 
If X is a group, then Fr(X) denotes its Frattini subgroup. 
Proposition 5.2. Let G be a finite group and let a be the union of  all primes p in 
n(G), for which G has an abelian chief factor 0/~" of characteristic p with 
d(G) = d(G/17") = d(G/O) + 1. Assume that 
(a) d(G) >_ 2, 
(b) a is not empty, and 
(c) all non-abelian composition factors of  G are 2-generated (note [2]). 
Then n(l(G)) contains a and n(I(G)) is contained in n(U/V)Un(V/Fr (V))  for any 
abelian chief factor U /F  with d(G) = d(G/V) = d(G/U) + 1. 
I f  d(G)>_3, then n(F/Fr(V)) can be replaced by the union of all primes q in 
n(F/Fr(F))  dividing the order of  an abelian chief factor of V/Fr(F). 
Proof. Consider a minimal group extension 1~ N~E- - ,  C--' 1. Here minimal means 
that N is isomorphic to a minimal normal subgroup of E. 
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Suppose that N is abelian. By Proposition 1.1 we obtain tht ~z(I(E)) = n(N) pro- 
vided gap(E) < gap(C) or d(E) > d(C), that rt(I(E)) = zr(l(C)) provided the extension 
does not split, and that rc(l(C))c_ rc(I(E))c zr(I(C))U zr(N) in the remaining cases. 
Suppose that N is perfect. By Proposition 2.2 it follows that 
~r( I( C) ) c_ zr( l(E ) ) c_ zr(l( C) ) U ~(N) 
prc~ ided d(C) - gap(C) >_ 2, and rt(I(C)) = zt(I(E)), if d(C) - gap(C) > 2. 
,_.et U/V be an abelian chief factor of G with d(G/V)=d(G)=d(G/U)+I .  
Iqo::::e, by Proposition 1.1 and Corollary 2.3(ii), we know that gap(G/M)= 0 and 
d(G/M) = d(G)_> 2 for any normal subgroup M of G, which is contained in V. 
Now consider achief series of G through Fr(V), V and U. Then all minimal exten- 
sions, arising from chief factors situated in V, preserve the augmentation primes of 
their quotients. New augmentation primes can only arise from chief factors situated 
between Fr(V) and V, and, in the case when d(G)>_ 3, only from abelian ones. Con- 
sequently, since the prime dividing [U/V] is the only augmentation prime of G/V, 
we obtain 
n( U~ V) c_ rt(l(G )) c_ rt( U~ V ) U n( V/Fr(V)). 
If ,~.,_,,--.,"~>a then primes arising only from perfect chief factors of V/Fr(V) are 
superfluous. 
We can apply the same arguments to any abelian chief factor U/V with 
d(G)=d(G/lT")=d(G/O). Hence the proposition follows immediately. LJ 
Proof of Proposition F. Obviously, if G is cyclic, the proposition holds. Suppose 
now that d(G)_2.  By assumption there exists a nilpotent normal subgroup M of 
G with d(G/M)< d(G). Let N be a minimal one with this property. Consider a chief 
series of G through N. By Proposition 5.2 we obtain that zr(I(G)) is contained in 
zr(M). Note, since we only consider chief series through N and N is nilpotent, 
'z:~:.umption' (c) of Proposition 5.2 may be neglected. 
_:-'nce Sylow subgroups of nilpotent groups are characteristic and commute, it is 
possible to choose a chief series of G through N such that, for any given prime in 
zr(M), a chief factor of G sitting directly beyond M has order divisible by p. By the 
minimality of N it follows that zr(M) is contained in rc(l(G)). [] 
Lemma 5.3. Let G be a finite group. Assume that rt(G) \ rc(G/[G, G]) is not empty. 
Then, for every p in zr(G) \ rc(G/[G, G]), 
dG(I(G)/p. I(G)) >_ 2. 
P::~of. Since p is in n(G), the modular augmentation sequence, Fp denotes the field 
-h p elements, 
O--, I(G)/p. I(G)-~ FpG~Fp-~O 
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does not split. Suppose there exists an FuG-exact sequence 
O~X~FpG~ I(G)/p. I(G)~O. 
Now (l(G)/p. I(G))2=I(G)/p •I(G), if p is not in zr(G/[G, G]). Hence the second 
sequence splits and therefore the first one, too, which is impossible. [] 
Corollary 5.4. Let G be a finite perfect group. Assume that G has no split abelian 
chief actors. Let tr be the union of  all primes dividing the order of a simple image 
of G. Then, modulo the classification of  the finite simple groups, 
tr c rt(1(G)) c_ ~z(G). 
Proof. By the discussion of the behaviour of augmentation primes under minimal 
extensions at the beginning of the proof of Proposition 5.2, we obtain that 
rr(I(E)) c_ zr(I(G)), for every simple image E of G. By [2] non-abelian simple groups 
are generated by two elements. Hence, by Lemma 5.3, rc(I(E))= 7r(E). [] 
The preceding results give a lot of examples of groups, which satisfy the assump- 
tion of Theorem G. 
Theorem G is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 
D(ii). 
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